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Zirconia ceramics used for dental implants have low bioactivity. Their surface roughness needs to be enhanced for improved
bone-bonding ability and cell adhesion. Zirconia implants in the gums with low surface roughness have a probability
detachment over time. In this study, a zirconia substrate zirconia was coated by a powder via spray processing at room
temperature (25 oC) to increase its surface roughness. In addition, we investigated the morphology of the as-produced rough
substrate, including microstructural evolution. Four types of zirconia substrates with different surface texture were fabricated
via surface-grinding by silicon carbide (SiC) abrasive papers (#220, #400, #800) after sintering. Room temperature spray
processing was carried out using a commercial zirconia powder after thermal treatment. The as-produced zirconia coatings
showed dense microstructure and uniform thickness. Surface roughness of zirconia substrate was greatly enhanced depending
on the surface texture of the substrate. Surface texture by substrate grinding affected coating morphology; however, it did not
increase the surface roughness of the substrate or the coatings. High-roughened coatings and thick coating layer could be
obtained from the as-sintered substrate owing to its high surface roughness.
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Introduction

3 mol% yttria-stabilized tetragonal zirconia polycrystals
(3Y-TZP) exhibits superior mechanical properties such
as high fracture toughness (~10 MPa·m−1), high flexural
strength (~1,300 MPa), elastic modulus (~210 GPa), and
abrasion resistance (~1,200 Hv) [1-4]. It also characterized
by biological and optical properties, for example, good
biocompatible properties, i.e., corrosion resistance, non-
toxicity, minimal ion release, low affinity to bacterial
colonization, and good esthetics [5, 6]. The mechanical,
biological and optical properties of zirconia dental
implants are related to the ionic and phase composition,
hydrophilicity, and surface roughness, which depend on
the bulk composition as well as the surface treatment
of the implants [7, 8]. Even though 3 mol% yttria-
stabilized tetragonal zirconia (3Y-TZP) is the most
commonly used material, yttria content of zirconia bulk
materials can vary from 3 to 5 mol% [9, 10].

Most of zirconia implants are fabricated by the milling
of ceramic block using a computer?aided design and

computer?aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) system,
after post-sintering [11]. Shaping of zirconia blocks by
cutting or grinding creates several invisible microcracks
on the machined implant surface that might induce
microstructural disintegration or failure after implantation,

limiting the use of this material as a dental implant [12,
13]. Fabrication of zirconia implants by CAD/CAM
and sintering usually results in a relatively smooth
surface, that reduces its bone-bonding ability and cell
adhesion [14, 15].

The surface treatment of zirconia dental implants is
diverse and has not been thoroughly studied. Several
efforts have been made to roughen the zirconia implant
surface to improve its osseointegration. Numerous surface
modifications are currently being applied, such as
sandblasting and acid etching to enhance the surface
roughness of CAD/CAM machined zirconia implants
[16, 17]. Zirconia particles are also used as an effective
coating material, and surface coating is a frequently
used method to improve the surface roughness and bone-
bonding ability of dental zirconia implants [18, 19].

In this study, we applied a zirconia coating on zirconia
substrate to obtain a highly roughened zirconia surface
by spray processing at room temperature (25 oC), to
improve the bone-bonding ability and osseointegration
of the implant. We also investigated the effect of substrate

texturing and roughness on coating morphology, including
microstructural evolution, surface roughness, and coating
thickness.

Experimental Details

Materials
Commercial 3Y-TZP powder was used as the raw

material to fabricate the zirconia coating and substrate.
To match the processing condition for room temperature
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spray processing, 3Y-TZP powder was heat-treated at
1,100 oC for 2 h to enlarge the particle size and weight.
After calcination, attrition-milling was performed for
24 h. After drying, the powder was sieved to prevent
the nozzle from clogging during coating.

Dense zirconia substrate 1 cm in diameter was
fabricated by uniaxial pressing and sintering at 1,450
oC for 2 h. Surface microstructure and roughness of
substrate were investigated via field emission scanning
electron microscopy (FE-SEM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM). To change the surface texture of
the zirconia substrate, abrasive milling was performed
using the three types of silicon carbide (SiC) paper
(#220, #400, #800).

Coating 
The 3Y-TZP substrate was coated with zirconia

particles by spray processing at room temperature. A few
preliminary experiments were performed to determine the
optimum coating parameters as described in our previous
study [20]. Pressure difference between aerosol and
deposition chambers was maintained at 1 atm under the
nitrogen gas flow rate of 5 L/min. The distance between
the nozzle and the substrate, termed as spraying
distance, was set at 5 mm. Aerosol of 3Y-TZP particles
in the deposition chamber was formed by the injection
of nitrogen gas and severe vibrations at approximately
600 rpm. The 3Y-TZP particles carried via nitrogen flow
into the deposition chamber were rapidly impacted
onto the substrate and deposited as the coating layer. To
obtain a thick coating on the substrate, coating cycle was
repeated a maximum of 40 times in succession, using a
slit nozzle with a size of 15 × 1 mm2. Detailed
experimental procedure for the preparation of substrate

and room temperature spray processing is indicated in
Fig. 1.

Characterization
The change in the color of the coating with deposition

cycle was observed using optical microscope, and its
phase composition was analyzed by X-ray diffraction
(XRD). The morphology and microstructure of the
coated layer were investigated both on planar and
perpendicular surfaces using an FE-SEM. Coating
thickness was measured as a function of the deposition
cycle and the values were compared based on the
degree of surface-grinding. Surface morphology and
microstructure of the 3Y-TZP coating were observed
by SEM and AFM and investigated with respect to the
deposition cycle and surface-grinding type. From the
AFM image, the roughness parameter (Ra; centerline
average roughness) was measured, and the relation
between coating properties and processing parameters
was analyzed.

Results and Discussion

Heat treatment of the 3Y-TZP powder at high
temperature is essential to obtain the powder that is
suitable for spray coating at room temperature; it also
provides sufficient impaction energy to the particles for
collision [21, 22]. All 3Y-TZP particles after calcination
showed an equiaxed shape with uniform agglomeration
as shown in Fig. 2(a). From the analysis of particle size
distribution (Fig. 2(b)), calcined 3Y-TZP powder had
primary and secondary agglomerate sizes of 287 nm
and 3.3 µm, respectively, and composed of 75 vol%
primary and 25 vol% secondary agglomerates. Calcined
and milled 3Y-TZP powder was characterized as the
main tetragonal phase with a trace of monoclinic phase
as per the XRD analysis (Fig. 2(c)), indicating partial

phase transformation by heat-treatment and attrition
milling.

Fig. 1. Schematic for the preparation of 3Y-TZP coating powder and substrate, and the room temperature spray processing.
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Surface microstructure and morphology of the as-
sintered 3Y-TZP substrate observed by SEM and AFM
are shown in Fig. 3, indicating that the specimen has

homogeneous microstructure composed of all tetragonal
grains of 500 nm, and 0.28 µm surface roughness (Ra)
measured from AFM image. Fig. 4 shows the surface
morphology and roughness of the 3Y-TZP substrate
after surface-grinding by three types of SiC abrasive.
Several scratches in vertical direction were observed
from the SEM photographs, but the scale and frequency
of scratches were dependent on the type of the SiC
abrasive. Surface-grinding by coarse SiC abrasive (#220)
induced large scale scratches on the substrate surface
with relatively low frequency. In contrast, surface-
grinding by fine SiC abrasive (#800) greatly reduced
the scratch mode on the substrate surface, resulting in
low surface roughness (Ra). Even though large scratches
were formed on the substrate surface by surface-grinding
it caused a decrease in the roughness value (Ra) from
0.28 µm (as-sintered substrate) to 0.18 µm (#800 SiC
abrasive).

Surface color of the as-sintered 3Y-TZP substrate
corresponds to that of the ivory, which is the typical
color of 3Y-TZP. After the coating of zirconia substrate
by 3Y-TZP particles the color of the former changed to
gray-black as shown in Fig. 5(a), depending on the
deposition cycle and the type of surface-grinding. In a

previous study [23] dark gray or black color was generally
observed in thick coating layer, and the color change
was influenced by the carrier gas and the degree of

coating thickness. The presence of gray-color on the
coating layer was caused by the discharging during the
deposition, which induced defects in the film and
drastically decreased its transmittance [24]. Coated
zirconia layer was composed of all tetragonal grains as
indicated in Fig. 5(b), regardless of the type of surface-
grinding. Trace of monoclinic phase in starting zirconia
powder was not observed on coated zirconia layer,
meaning that tetragonal grains were formed by strong
impaction and adhesiveness on substrate during the
room temperature spray processing.

Fig. 6 shows the surface microstructure and morphology
of the coating layers fabricated by room temperature
spray processing as a function of surface-grinding. No
delamination or micro-cracks were observed in the
coating layer or at the interface between the coating
and substrate. All coating layers were composed of
nanoscale 3Y-TZP particles in the range of 50 to 200
nm. Homogeneous surface microstructure and coating
thickness was obtained for all substrates, but coating
morphology and thickness were dependent on the
texture of the substrate surface after grinding. Coated
microstructure showed a three dimensional network or
a wave-like pattern in the as-sintered specimens as well

Fig. 3. Characterization of the as-sintered 3Y-TZP substrate before surface-grinding; (a) surface microstructure as per SEM, (b) surface
morphology as per AFM, and (c) phase composition.

Fig. 2. Characterization of coating powder after calcination; (a) particle morphology, (b) agglomeration size distribution and (c) phase
composition.
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as those obtained by fine grinding by #800 SiC abrasive;
however, large difference in surface roughness were
noted between the two coating layers. From the
analysis of AFM images, maximum value of Ra (0.42
µm) was obtained for the coating layer of the as-
sintered substrate; in contrast, minimum value of Ra
(0.32 µm) was obtained from the coating layer of the
specimen obtained by fine surface-grinding using #800
SiC abrasive.

Vertical lines were observed in the coated layers of
the substrates with large scale scratches fabricated using
#220, #400 SiC abrasive. In these specimens, coated
morphology was similar to the vertical patterns on the
substrate surface. The Ra of the coated layers gradually
decreased from 0.42 µm to 0.32 µm with a decrease in
the surface roughness of the substrate, indicating that
highly roughened substrate is the main factor for

obtaining a highly roughened coating layer.
Fig. 7 shows the coating thickness and the surface

roughness of the coated layer. The Ra of the coating
layer can be calculated from the average value of the
linear roughness data along the horizontal and vertical
lines in the AFM map [25]. Coating thickness and surface
roughness of the coated layer were also dependent on
the substrate roughness based on the type of surface-
grinding. Maximum coating thickness of 9.6 µm was
observed for the coating layer of the as-sintered substrate.
Conversely, minimum coating thickness of 3.2 µm was
obtained for the coating layer of the substrate ground
using #800 SiC abrasive.

Conclusions

Zirconia substrate was coated by zirconia particles by

Fig. 4. Planar microstructure by SEM and surface morphology by AFM of 3Y-TZP substrates after surface-grinding.

Fig. 5. Optical photographs and phase analysis of 3Y-TZP coatings as a function of deposition cycle and the type of surface-grinding; (a)
color of coated layer and (b) phase composition.
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spraying process at room temperature to improve the
bone-bonding ability and cell adhesion of zirconia
dental implants by enhancing the surface roughness of
the as-obtained specimens. The influence of substrate
surface-grinding on the surface roughness of the
coating surface was also investigated. Large and small
scratches were induced on the zirconia substrate through
surface-grinding by SiC abrasive, but the process
resulted in decreased substrate roughness. Dense and
homogeneous coatings composed of tetragonal zirconia
grains were formed on the zirconia substrate by room
temperature spray processing and coating morphology

and thickness were dependent on the substrate roughness
and surface texture obtained by abrasive grinding.
Maximum Ra of 0.42 µm and film thickness of 9.6 µm
of the coated layer was obtained for the as-sintered
substrate with maximum substrate roughness, indicating
that a highly roughened coating layer adhered to the
highly roughened substrate. In contrast, minimum surface
roughness (Ra; 0.32 µm) and film thickness (3.2 µm)
of the coated layer were obtained from the fine grinded
substrate with minimum substrate roughness.

Fig. 6. Characterization of coated 3Y-TZP morphology by room temperature spray processing observed by SEM and AFM with respect to
the type of substrate surface-grinding.

Fig. 7. Variations in (a) surface roughness determined via AFM images and (b) coating thickness determined from perpendicular images of
SEM.
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